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Abstract 
This project report summarizes the knowledge that I have assembled on the Wilps 
Wats'inaalukw- the Nisga 'a House ofWats'inaalukw, and documents the regalia that is used 
by the Sim' oogit and Sigidrnnak' of the House. To gather this information over the last three 
years I interviewed elders of the family, found information in published and archival 
documents, and created a set of regalia for the leaders of the House. Details of the process of 
creating each piece of regalia are provided, with photographs of the completed articles. Also, 
included in my report are findings regarding migration and relationship links of the House of 
Wats ' inaalukw and other Houses among the Nisga'a and Tsimshian, and findings concerning 
Haymaas' relatives in Port Simpson, and how his name originated from Bella Bella. Several 
appendices provide archival materials relevant to the history and names of the Wilps 
W ats' inaal ukw. 
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Glossary (spelling checked by: Verna Williams on Saturday August 18, 2007) 
Adaawak 
Ambilaan 
Amhalayt 
Ango 'oskw 
Ayukws 
Biip 
Bilaam Neek' 
Ganim siwilye'enskw 
Gwiis-Halayt 
Gwiis-Lap'is 
Gaydim Wist 
Gigeenix 
Gingolx 
Gitlaxt' aamiks 
Gitwinksihlkw 
Gwiis ganm' ala' a 
Gwiis ganm' ala' a Nak'am Nuutkw 
Pdeek 
Gwiis llapil 
HaseeK 
K'alduux 
Kincolith; var Gingolx 
Ksgook 
Lax gaits ' ap 
Oral stories belonging to a certain house; their 
history 
Apron worn by men and in some cases women 
Frontlet worn by chiefs 
House territory 
Family emblem or crest 
Uncle 
Nisga'a name belonging to Vanessa Morgan; 
meaning "pearly fin" or "fin of abalone" 
Talking Stick - part of the chief' s regalia 
Mountain goat weaved woolen blankets 
Name of Haymaas house button blankets 
Cedar Hat worn by both men and women 
Gigeenix means downriver people; Kincolith is 
the Nisga'a village closest to the coast. 
One of the four Nisga' a villages -the closest to 
the mouth of the N ass 
One of the four Nisga'a villages- the furthest 
upriver village 
One of the four Nisga' a villages -the third 
village up the river from the coast; formerly 
known as Canyon City; meaning "People 
where there are lizards". 
Button blanket 
Women's traditional dress 
Matrilineal, sometimes called clan, locally 
called tribe. 
Colourful Sky 
Chief's raven rattle or rattle 
Cedar headband worn by both men and women 
Kincolith; meaning "place of scalps" 
First, as in Ksgoogm sim'oogit, head chief 
One of the four Nisga' a villages- second 
VI 
Nisga'a 
Noxnox 
Mukkw 
Sigidimna_k'; pl. sigidim haana_k' 
Sim'oogit; pl. simgigat 
Sit' imsaamiskw 
T'aKkW 
Ts' awa_ksadenii 
W ats' inaalukw 
Wilp 
Wilksibakws 
village upriver from the coast 
People of the Nass River 
A supernatural being 
A mixture made out of cedar bark called sqeen 
Matriarch 
Chief 
Chief's or Men's Leggings 
Traditional vest for both men and women 
Moccasins for both men and women 
Name of the house of Haymaas, which means 
"Fierce- a cranky person." The following 
brief explanation of the meaning of 
Wats'inaalukw was provided on August 20, 
2006, by Sim' oogit Hlyim Wil (Chester 
Moore): A House (Wilp) and a chief are 
different. Every Wilp used to have a name for 
their Wilp, nowadays it is common practice to 
use the chief's name as a Wilp [name]. Our 
Wilp is Wats'inaalukw and our Sim'oogit is 
Haymaas. A Wilp includes the whole family 
and Sim'oogit (chief) is leader and the 
authority of the Wilp. The meaning of 
Wats'inaalukw is Fierce- a cranky person." 
Haymaas is translated to mean "Coppershield 
Protector". He was a cranky person - this is 
how his Wilp got the name Wats'inaalukw, 
while his Wilp was roaming around from place 
to place In Nisga' a, alak means angry or 
cranky. 
House, a group of people 
Father's side - look after you 
Vll 
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Introduction 
I have created this handbook to present a clear picture of the knowledge of my Wilp 
(house group) and the cultural system in which it functions so that all the members of my 
Wilp will have access to this information. 
This handbook was produced for members ofWilps Wats'inaalukw, the Nisga'a house 
of which I am a member. Written documents are a new approach in teaching Wilp members 
about who they are, where they come from and what they need to know about their Wilp. 
Learning about our culture has historically been passed on orally within the family and the 
feast hall. Now, however, some members of the family live far from the Nass Valley, and 
others have not had the opportunity to learn within the family, so a written document can help 
them to learn what they need to know. 
This handbook will teach Wilp members ofWilps Wats'inaalukw about 1) their 
traditional hunting, fishing, berry picking lands, 2) their crests, 3) their adaawak, 
4) names and 5) where and how each piece of regalia should be worn. All of the 
Nisga'a words will be explained as they first occur, and the glossary at the beginning 
summarizes the meanings. 
I have been taught the Nisga'a traditional way not only from my Wilp Sim'oogit and 
Sigidimnak', but also by attending many feasts and cultural events in the Nass Valley. A 
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feast hall is the best place to learn about our culture and language. The feast hall is full of 
Nisga' a leaders to fill the role of educators anxious to provide cultural lessons. 
Living in the Nass Valley for the past eight years has given me the opportunity to 
actively participate in learning the traditional Nisga'a ways. Every living Nisga'a person has a 
role to play in their Wilp and a responsibility to participate when a feast is held. At this time I 
feel ready to produce this handbook for Wilp members who are not familiar with their roles as 
a Wilp member or as a Nisga'a. 
My own special interest is in regalia- the garments and objects that the Nisga' a use in 
ceremonies and performances. To develop my knowledge I actually created regalia for both 
Sim'oogit Haymaas (the late Chief Charlie Swanson) and Sigidirnnak' Nits'iits Hootx 
(Matriarch Grace Azak). The regalia will be presented to the family when I have completed 
my project report. I also interviewed high-ranking members of Wilps Wats'inaalukw during 
my research, and quotations from those interviews are included within this document. 
Museum and academic researchers have studied and written about Nisga' a culture for 
over a century. Significant published works include Boas (1902, 1912, Barbeau, McNeary 
1994). The Wilp Wil~p'oskwhl Nisga'a has published curriculum materials on Nisga'a 
culture, and the Nisga'a Tribal Council published Nisga'a Society Ayuukhl: Nisga'a Study 
Volume III (1995). School District 92(Nisga'a) has published cultural studies as well, 
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including Am 'ugithl Nisga 'a - Nisgha Clothing ( 1981 ). Several archival repositories include 
field notes by Barbeau and Beynon (Centre for Folk Culture Studies, Canadian Museum of 
Civilization). I have included excerpts from these that are directly relevant in the following 
Appendices A - E: 
• Appendix A: Legex ridiculed Haimas 
• Appendix B: Names 
• Appendix C: Narrative of Haimas and the Wudzon-aluk 
• Appendix D: Songs 
• Appendix E: Gitgigeenix Ksiiskw: The Story of Ansit' aagan 
It is my hope that this report will be used by Wilps Wats'inaalukw members and not 
stored on a shelf to collect dust, so that someday, when it is their tum to be Sim' oogit or 
Sigidimnak' or to support these people, they will know and understand their roles, and our 
traditional ways will live on for our future generations of Wilp members. 
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About the Author- Blaam Neek' 
In Nisga'a culture, knowledge begins with understanding who you are and where you 
come from, who your relatives are, and what your relationship is to each of them, so I will 
begin by providing information on myself. My Nisga'a name is "Bilaam Neek", translated to 
mean Pearly Fin; this is a name derived from our clan stories. I am a Nisga'a, but have lived 
in Prince Rupert, British Columbia most of my life, away from Nisga'a territory. When I 
began my research I was living in Kincolith, one of the four Nisga'a villages. I had begun my 
teaching career in Kincolith in 2000, after receiving my teaching diploma at Simon Fraser 
University in December 1999. I come from Wilps Wats'inaalukw, a house belonging to the 
Ganada or Frog clan of the Nass River. The chief of my Wilp when this work was begun was 
my eldest uncle, Reverend Canon Charles Swanson, Sim'oogit Haymaas; he passed away in 
March 2007. 
From birth to when I was seven years of age I lived with my late grandmother, Lucy 
Moore, in the Nisga'a village of Gitwinksihlkw. During the summer fishing season, when 
school was out for the summer holidays, my grandmother Lucy would move to North Pacific 
Cannery to mend nets, or to babysit. North Pacific Cannery is approximately 30 minutes 
southeast of Prince Rupert, B.C., along the Skeena River. 
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When I moved back with my parents, I attended elementary school at Port Edward 
Cannery, just a ten-minute drive from North Pacific Cannery. My parents moved the family 
to Prince Rupert when I was about eleven years old. I have lived in Prince Rupert most of my 
life and raised my family there. 
Being a single mother and raising three beautiful daughters, I often had three jobs at a 
time during the fall and winter season, then during the summer I worked in the canneries. 
When my oldest daughter Jeannie graduated from high school in 1992, I decided to go back to 
school. I first started taking long distance learning (correspondence), but that didn't work for 
me. Then I took a program called "Job Re-Entry Training" and enjoyed it, followed by 
attending ABE (Adult Basic Education), I enjoyed that as well. Then I took College Prep and 
completed my grade twelve. I then started taking Nisga'a Language and Culture classes 
through the Wilp Wil~o'oskwhl Nisga'a and the University of Northern British Columbia; at 
the same time I was taking a university English 101 course at the Prince Rupert campus of 
Northwest Community College. I heard about the First Nations Language and Culture 
Teacher Education Program, offered in Prince Rupert through Simon Fraser University. I 
submitted my application for this program and was accepted; I completed the program in 
1999 and moved to Kincolith to begin my teaching career the next year. 
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Since moving to Kincolith in March 2000, my family has grown, I have three beautiful 
granddaughters and a set of handsome twin grandsons, born on May 23, 2006. I have also 
learned to weave Gwiis Halayt, the Nisga'a term for what the Tlingit people call "Chilkat 
Blanket" which is woven of mountain goat wool over cedar bark warps; I am teaching a 
course on preparing the wool for weaving, to a group of women in Kincolith. 
Before moving to Kincolith as a teacher in the school there, I became involved with 
clothing design. I started in 1989, working on small things, applying designs on shirts and 
men's ties, and eventually I got into making regalia. I make several items as listed: 
traditional dresses for women to use when they dance at gatherings or to use at a feast; men ' s 
vests for the same purposes as the dress; traditional men's shirts and aprons to be used at 
tribal feasts; and men ' s and women's button blankets for gatherings and feasts. 
I learned to sew from observing, hearing and falling asleep to the sound of my 
grandmother's treadle sewing machine when I was a young girl. This was just observation 
because my grandmother, Lucy, never let anyone near her sewing machine; she would get 
mad at her grandchildren for touching or hiding away by it. She was meticulous in taking care 
of her sewing machine, she covered it with a folded flannel blanket, then covered it again with 
a small table cloth. When I got a little older, I got brave enough to touch and play with her 
machine whenever she went to church or a women ' s meeting. She always found out about 
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my touching her sewing machine and I would eventually get punished and put to bed. I never 
did get to use my grandmother's sewing machine. 
For this project, I have researched the regalia of my Wilp and produced a number of 
pieces for our leaders; these are a tribute to my grandmother's teachings. I have also 
assembled information I have been able to gather so far on my Wilp and its history, and the 
regalia that I have made for the Wilp. This report will be made available for use by members 
of Wilps Wats'inaalukw. 
A wilp or "House" in Nisga'a culture is a physical dwelling, a home; and a family 
group of relatives that owns land and resources, as well as intellectual property such as names, 
its oral history or 'adaawak', songs; dances and crest designs. The main focus of this report 
will be on crests and the regalia on which they appear, but it is important first to present the 
context ofWilps Wats'inaalukw; I will begin by discussing the House territories and move on 
to the other topics in turn. 
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Chapter 1- Wilps Wats'inaalukw 
Ango ' oskw- Location and Territories 
A House territory or ango'oskw, is the "food box" for a Wilp. In former days the 
members of the House fished, hunted, harvested and gathered on their territories. Their 
livelihoods were dependant on the resources, and foods that they collected which were 
preserved, used as raw materials, and later used or traded. The territories of each Nisga'a 
Wilp were researched and mapped during the twenty-five years of negotiation for the Nisga' a 
Final Agreement, I will review the territories of the Wilps Wats ' inalukw here, based on 
information from publications from the Nisga'a Lisims Government. 
There are three large territories belonging to Wilps Wats'inaalukw, which are shown 
on the following maps. These are taken from the Lisims government series of published 
maps, Vol. Ill, page 18, Ganada Clan Histories, "Gitgigeenix". These maps document the 
knowledge of present and former leaders ofWilps Wats ' inaalukw and provide information on 
the location of territories and resources, the names of places on the territories, the stories 
associated with the territories , as well as the names of those who have held the title to 
territories. 
The traditional titleholder of Wilp territories is the Sim' oogit or Chief, hunting and 
food gathering areas are held in trust for members of the family; for Wilps Wats ' inaalukw, the 
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titleholder is Sim'oogit Haymaas. The most recent titleholder is Charles Swanson. The 
former holders, each of whom held the name Haymaas in the past, were: William Haymaas, 
Stephen Eli, and Stephen Axsidaan. Each Wilp owns a number of highly ranked names, the 
holders of these move up in rank and are considered sub-chiefs, one of whom will eventually 
succeed to the name Haymaas. The current sub-chiefs ofWilps Wats'inaalukw are: Sim'oogit 
Hlyim Wil (Chester Moore), Sim'oogit Niisgam'alaa (Alex Angus), Maas Gibuu (Clifford 
Morgan), Dee~ K'aw~ (Marvin Morgan). Some parts of the territories are delegated to sub-
chiefs. 
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Figure 1: Anhluut'ukwsim Laxmihl Angwinga'asanskwhl Nisga'a Map, Nisga'a Lisims 
http://nisgaa-portal.ca/?page=government/lands/lands/maps 
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Figure 2: Wilps Wats'inaalukw, Territory of Haymaas- MAP R-6 
Lax Gits'iis 
The first territory is on the north shore of the lower Lisims (Nass River), as shown on 
the map above, and the map is marked as, Map R- 6, taken from Vol. III, page 18, of Ganada 
Clan Histories, "Gitgigeenix". 
According to Sim'oogit Haymaas- Charles Swanson, Haymaas had a totem pole 
standing at Lax Gits ' iis and Lax Gits'iis is owned by the Wats'inaalukw Ganadas. This place 
is immediately seaward of Lax Masgwit. 
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Figure 3: : Wilps Wats'inaalukw, Territory of Haymaas -MAP R-8 
Haniik' ohl - "What one cuts fish on" 
This is a place where the fish were dried. Haymaas brother Hlyim Wil once lived at 
this place- Map taken from Vol. ill, page 18, of Ganada Clan Histories, "Gitgigeenix." 
Notice that this territory is away from the main river, close to the mountains. Fish taken in 
tributary streams have less fat and can be preserved longer by smoking and drying; this is not 
so important for food preservation, now that people have freezers and canning jars to keep 
fish preserved. 
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Figure 4: Wilps Wats'inaalukw, Territory ofHaymaas- MAP R-22 
An sit' aagan - "Place to get cedar planks" 
This ango'oskw was given to Wilps Wats'inaalukw as compensation for the death of 
one of Haymaas' nephews killed by the Gitgigeenix at the time Haymaas came to the Nass. 
The Gitgigeenix chief heard that Haymaas was going to seek revenge, he invited Haymaas to 
a feast and offered his daughter and the territory. Information taken from Vol. III, page 18, of 
Ganada Clan Histories, "Gitgigeenix." 
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History- Wilps Wats'inaalukw Adaawa]i 
Each matrilineal family or Wilp among the Nisga' a, people has a tradition, its 
adaawak or oral history. The adaawak links the family to its territories and establishes 
rightful ownership of the land and resources, which are managed by the sim' oogit (chief) and 
the sigidimnak' (matriarch). The adaawak are distinct from the widely shared beliefs and 
stories told by elders, because adaawak belong to a single family lineage and tell their own 
history. Some adaawak tell of migrations of groups to their present territories from a distant 
homeland. In these accounts there is sometimes a description of the people already in the area 
and of how the newcomers settled and married among them. 
Each Wilp has its own adaawak or oral history. Some Wilps ' histories start from 
when they migrated to the Nass River and tell how they became Nisga'a. Each Wilp owned 
what it needed to live in their ango'oskw, traditional hunting, fishing, and berry picking lands. 
Each Wilp also has their adaawa~ (oral history), as well as ayuukws (crests), ango'oskw 
(territories), songs and names that are ranked from the chief down. Several anthropologists 
have written about Nisga'a culture, and described the system of wilp and the associated 
adaawa_k, ayuukws, ango 'oskw, songs and names. Franz Boas had a brief summary of what 
he had learned about Nisga' a culture in his publications ofNisga'a texts (1902, 1912). 
Edward Sapir (1920) published a brief article about Nisga' a social organization based on 
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interviews with Nisga' a Simgigat who visited Ottawa. Marius Barbeau collected information 
about Nisga' a totem poles and published a book ( 1950) with photographs of many poles. He, 
and his research associate, William Beynon, collected texts and information from Nisga' a and 
other elders between 1915 and 1954. Wilson Duff reviewed and created a summary of those 
materials as his "Tsimshian File" in 1959-60. Marjorie Halpin drew on Duff's notes when 
she did her study ofTsimshian crests (1973), in which she included information about Nisga'a 
crests. There was a rnisperception that the Nisga' a were of the Tisimshian tribe, therefore 
much information refers to the Tsimpshian Nisga' a. The information in these various sources 
are valuable, although the researchers did not always understand the culture from the Nisga'a 
point of view, at least as it has been passed down to the present day. For example, the strong 
emphasis on rank and competition among simgigat (chiefs) that was noted by early 
anthropologists and is seen, for example, in Halpin's study of crests, is not found in 
contemporary Nisga'a culture. This may reflect a change in Nisga'a society over time, or may 
be a result of the external perspective of the early researchers. The most thorough study of 
the culture of the Nisga'a was completed by Stephen McNeary in his dissertation, "Where 
Fire Came Down: Social and Economic Life of the Niska (1976). This source is highly 
valued by Nisga' a people, and is used as a curriculum resource on the culture in courses at the 
Wilp Wil~o ' oskwhl adaawak. 
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Story documented by William Beynon 
As noted, each Nisga' a Wilp has an oral history or adaawak. These are passed down 
orally from grandmothers and uncles to those who will take on the responsibilities of 
leadership in the Wilp. In the late nineteenth century some adaawak were written down, 
generally by anthropologists. Haymaas' adaawak was recorded by William Beynon. 
William Beynon was a Tsimshian interpreter whose grandmother was Nisga'a. He worked 
with a number of anthropologists, including Boas, Barbeau, and Garfield. His mother was 
Tsimshian and his father Welsh (Anderson and Halpin, 2000:4). This version of Haymaas' 
adaawak appears in microfilms of Beynon's work, copied from a set of manuscripts that he 
sent to Franz Boas in 1939 (see Appendix A for relevant sections of these manuscripts). There 
are several manuscripts that recount episodes about Haymaas. These were all collected from 
elders from Lax Kw' alaams, where there is a closely related house of the Tsimshian, Waaps 
Niisyaganaat. This is where Haymaas came from before he moved to the Nass River. On 
March 7m, 2006 Sim'oogit Hliyim Wil (Chester Moore) read this part of the paper and said, 
"Beynon really condensed this story and there is a lot of missing information." This text is 
provided with this document as appendix C. There is much more information that is not 
captured in the documents, the family names that are derived from our family history and 
additional stories specific to place names and historic events. 
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William Beynon' s manuscripts include stories of how Haymaas migrated to the Nass 
(manuscripts 106, 110, and 232). There are countless of episodes in the history of Haymaas. 
These include Haymaas' career as an outlaw, and one story about Haymaas having a beautiful 
sister by the name of Tsaromtrhanae'rhln. In story, a chief from the Stikine saw Haymaas' 
sister and at once he fell in love with her. He eventually married Haymaas' sister and brought 
her back to where he lived. This Stikine Chief already had two wives, and they were very 
jealous of their husband's new wife, so they "witchcrafted" her, causing an embarrassing 
illness and constant flatulence. The husband was very upset about what had happened to his 
new wife, so he took her to live alone with him for a while. Then he went back to his people 
and told them to fill canoes with fur, coppers, foods and slaves, and that they were going to 
bring Haymaas' sister back home to her brother. Haymaas was very sad about what had 
happened to his sister. He hid his sister, because he did not want people making fun of her. 
People eventually found out about his sister. When cockle-digging season came, some people 
were digging just below where Haymaas lived. One of the ladies coughed funny and said, "I 
almost sounded like Haymaas ' sister." Then they started making funny noises. Haymaas got 
upset, because he knew the people were making fun of his sister. He started to sing a dirge 
song as he began building a fire. He then took his sister and burned her alive. After he had 
burned his sister, Haymaas fled to the Nass River. 
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Story told by Sim'oogit Haymaas (Reverend Canon Charles Swanson) 
The preceding story, written down by Beynon is one account of how Haymaas 
migrated to the Nass River. Beynon's migration story differs from that told by Simo'ogit 
Haymaas (Reverend Canon Charles Swanson), which refers to a different cause for Haymaas' 
move to the Nass. 
"My mother said, she didn't want me to die at an early age. She didn't want me to 
know too much. When I got older, I asked questions from chiefs from other villages of the 
Nass Valley." 
"I didn't know too much about Haymaas. He was chased out of Port Simpson. 
Haymaas originated from Bella Bella, and then lived at Metlakatla, B.C. for a long time. 
Haymaas had two wives. One of Haymaas' wives was Nisga'a and the other Tsimshian. 
When Haymaas went hunting, two Tsimshian men did something to one of his wives; this 
made Haymaas mad. He told his wife to go to the place where the Tsimshian men did 
something to her and that he would be hiding and watching for these two men to come back. 
Haymaas' Nisga'a wife went back to this place that her husband told her to go and wait. Both 
the Tsimshian men came back and tried to do the same thing to her. Haymaas killed them 
both and moved to Port Simpson after killing both men." (personal interview) 
Another story that Swanson told about Haymaas was when Haymaas got into an 
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argument with his uncle Niisyaganat; this is the name that heads the family in Lax Kw'alaams 
that is related to our Wilp- the family from which Haymaas fled when he moved north and 
inland to the Nass. The name Niisyaganat was held until recently by the late Buddy Helin. 
"Haymaas got into an argument with his uncle Niisyaganat, then they promised to 
meet each other the next day right at noon. Haymaas killed his uncle- that's how he got 
chased away. Haymaas and his family filled four canoes; one canoe filled with food; the 
other three canoes were filled with Haymaas' family. It took them a long time to reach the 
Nass River; they didn't know where they were going. They reached Ten-Mile Point; a big a 
gale wind blew them right into a slough. Haymaas and his family that discovered the present 
day community of Kincolith. This is what I know. Tsimshians tried to take Kincolith many 
times and were always defeated". 
That's how Haymaas and his family got accepted into the Nass River According to 
Chester Moore, "Nagwa'un sent three of his warriors down to Kincolith, Tsawix, Walaha and 
Niismuut Walaha stood up in his canoe with full regalia on; he was blowing swans-down 
Haymaas told his warriors that was enough, "don't shoot. When you blow the swans-down, it 
is so powerful, you have to stop, that's how powerful the swans-down is." After Nagwa'un's 
warriors ate, Tsawix said his chief Nagwa'un wanted him up there (meaning one of the upper 
Nisga'a villages). Haymaas married Nagwa'un's sister. This is how Haymaas and his family 
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were adopted into the Nass River. We were known as L~ Haymaas, now we are known as 
Ganadim Gitgigeenix. That's why we ' re here today." 
Beynon's and Sim'oogit Haymaas' migration stories differ from each other. It is said 
that the Sim' oogit of the Wilp always know their oral history of who they are, where they 
come from and how they got where they are today (Nisga'a Clan Histories: 1731174). It is 
hard to know why there is a difference in the stories. One possibility is that since the family 
split generations ago, the transmission of the story emphasized different aspects of the events 
in the two houses. The story as told by Sim' oogit Haymaas is the one that we rely on. 
Story told by Sim'oogit Hliyim Wil (Chester Moore) 
Sim'oogit Hliyim Wil mentioned that Haymaas originated from Haisla (as we know it, 
the Haisla Nation originated from Bella Bella or River's Inlet). His story says that Haymaas 
was brought up in Gingolx. Different tribes and Nations tried to take Gingolx, but found it 
impossible to get past him. When they tried to take Gingolx, or go past Gingolx he would kill 
them off. 
Published and archival versions of adaawa!f 
Marius Barbeau was an anthropologist/folklorist who did some fieldwork among the 
Tsimshian and the Nisga'a. He published several books, including guides to totem poles. He 
also recruited William Beynon as an assistant. The combined field notes of Barbeau and 
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Beynon fill a room at The Canadian Museum of Civilization (Cove 1985). In Barbeau ' s 
published version of the adaawak of our wilp (Barbeau 1964, 27-145), Gusraen' s wife's name 
was spelled differently. This is the way Barbeau spelled her name: Dzaeremtrhanue'rhl-
naerhl ; Beynon spelled it Tsaromtrhanae' rh. The older writing systems are sometimes 
difficult to puzzle out, but it is easy to see that these are very likely versions of the same 
name. 
Steps to becoming a Chief by Sim'oogit Hlyim Wil (Chester Moore) and the late Charlie 
Barton: 
The sim' oogit is responsible for the people and territories of his Wilp, and is supposed 
to undergo a rigorous process of selection and training. Part of this process is to take higher 
names as the future sim' oogit matures. Years ago Nisga' a people used to go through many 
name stages in their lifetime, before becoming a chief. Two Nisga' a elders have described 
this process in detail and that information is summarized below. 
Told by Sim'oogit Hlyim Wil (Chester Moore): 
"Now there are three of four stages in one's life time, from 'Childs name' to 'adolescent' to 
'adult name' . This pertains, particularly to those born of the Chieftain class. Therefore, when 
a person becomes a Sim'oogit or Sigidimnak', one is bestowed with the name of higher rank. 
The four stages of receiving a name are: 
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1. Gahlmuxk (ear piercing) 
"In the first stage of naming a child born to the Chieftain class, the wilksiw'itkw, paternal 
relatives (the father's immediate family)- usually the Matriarch- is invited to pierce the 
child's ear. Following the ear piercing, a House feast is held and the child is given a name. 
The family then compensates the wilksiw'itkw for her service of piercing and calling the 
name. This form of payment is called "!k 'ayhl ". 
2. Siwilgyoo (introduce/embark .. .initiate) 
The second stage of giving a name is when a young person is introduced to the public at a 
Yukw and is given an adolescents name. This means that he/she can now participate in the 
feast and be recognized, and begins one's formal training in the yukw. 
3. Uy'ak 
The third stage of naming is when a person is designated by the Wilp to host 
his first feast, such as a Memorial or Stone-moving feast. At this time he is given 
Ts 'uu-Sim 'oogit or Luu 'anyee name for showing his ability as responsible leader. 
Part of his/her responsibility is, when the Sim' oogit /Head Chief of his Wilp is 
unable to attend a feast held by other pdeek, the Ts 'uu-Sim'oogit or Luu'anyee is 
the one designated to sit in the sitting place of his Sim' oogit. This is called 
"Luudihitkw ," luudihitgwithl Sim 'oogit, he represents the Chief. 
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4. Yukw 
The fourth stage of receiving a name is when the next person in line hosts a feast called yukw, 
settlement over the estate of a passing Sim' oogit. After the other business of the feast is 
completed, special guests Simgigat, Sigidimhaanak' of the other three pdeek (tribe) are called 
up to stand with the luu'anyee who host the Yukw, to witness and participate the transfer of 
title to the successor, as he inherits not only the Sim'oogit name but authority that goes with it 
as well". 
Steps to Becoming a Chief as Told by Charles Barton: 
Charlie Barton was my Great Grandfather on my father, George Morgan's, side. In 
1927 he explained the process of becoming a chief; his words appear in a typed handout now 
held by the Bilingual-Bicultural program of School District #92. 
1. "When a prince is born, they first put holes in his ears for earrings. The people gather 
in the chief's feast house and it is done in public. Furs, clothing are given away. The child is 
given a name. 
2. When he is a little bigger, they made him dance, give away foods and give him 
another name. 
3. He wears a crest on his blanket and they take him before the public and chiefs. This is 
called saats'yee. He gets that degree and gets a name. 
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4. Next, nearly a man. This is called uusk. He gets a name. Now he has the right to go 
to the feast yukw with the chief. Invited people are called wo'o. 
5. Next he has got to have a yukw himself. He is a man and probably has a wife. He has 
a yukw and is given a chiefs name. Then he has a seat Ant'aa, his own place to sit at a feast. 
6. He has yukw again, U' ya_k. Then he is complete, a sim'oogit. Any person who does 
not go through these procedures cannot become a chief. 
7. If his uncle dies he has to make a totem pole in his memory. He becomes his uncle's 
successor, and takes his house and his wife". 
As seen in the summaries from Charlie Barton and Chester Moore, there are many steps in 
becoming a chief. Some of these steps are no longer in use; for example, when a baby is 
born, the ear is no longer pierced, when he becomes a young man he no longer dances in front 
of an audience when he reaches the saats'yee age and gets a crest on his blanket (young 
people no longer wear blankets, only chiefs wear blankets now days). 
The steps in becoming a Sim'oogit described by Sim'oogit Hlyim Wiland Charlie 
Barton's are similar. Some steps in becoming a chief have changed, but having a sim'oogit, 
in the leadership position remains very important to a Wilp. Without a sim'oogit the Wilp 
will have no guidance for direction and no place within the Nation. 
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Types of Chiefs 
In the present day the steps to becoming a chief are not strictly observed as in past. There are 
three distinct terms for chiefs and their designated successors. There are always two chiefs in 
a family, as well as a successor in training. 
1. The first is called Ksgook. (High chief; "first"): ksgoogam sim'oogit. 
2. The second, his brother or nephew (Gwislis) is called Ts ' uusgim sim'oogit 
(Lesser/smaller chief). 
3. Then the Hlgu wilksihlkw, the prince. 
The chiefly positions are linked to names. In the summaries of steps of becoming a 
chief above, a number of types of feasts and several types of names were mentioned. 
Nowadays babies don't always get names like they used to. My brother, Cliff's son, Graham, 
was fortunate to receive the name Naats ' a from uncle Chester when he was small. This name 
once belonged to my uncle Chester's brother Graham Moore, when he was a child. The 
meaning of this name is not known. but it ' s a name that is given to a child. When my third 
granddaughter was born I gave her the name shining starfish (Mihlgum Gamaats'). When 
Wilps Wats'inaalukw had a stone- moving feast in 2002, Tyler was 2 years old and my 
daughter Joy wanted her to have Mihlgum Gamaats' put on her publicly. My second oldest 
daughter Bobbi had twin boys, Eric and George, on May 23, 2006. I wanted my uncle 
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Chester and one of my oldest cousins, Alex, to give them Nisga'a child names. They couldn't 
come up with any, so I gave them names. To Eric I gave the name Goybaxim Genx (Bright 
Path) and George I gave the name Goybaxim Bilist (Bright Star). 
The steps to receiving a name throughout a Nisga' a person's life have changed, but 
they still do change their names about three times throughout their lifetime. I myself have 
received two names, Blaam Maats ' (Pearly Starfish) and Blaam Neek' (Pearly Fin). I am still 
considered a Gwisliskw (young person). Stages of receiving a Nisga' a name are related to the 
ranking system. 
Names and Rank 
Nisga'a names are ranked, so that some carry greater responsibilities, and higher 
ranked names are taken as a person moves into higher positions in the Wilp. The following 
list illustrates the categories of the higher- ranking Nisga'a names in each Wilp. 
Men's titles Women's Titles 
Sim'oogit Head Chief Sigidimnak' Matriarch 
Ts'uu- Sim'oogit Sub- Chief Ts'uu- Sigidimnak' Sub -Matriarch 
Luu'anyee Successor in line to Luu'anyee Successor in line 
chief title to matriarch title 
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Hlgu wilksihlkw Prince - young male Hlgu wilsihlkw Princess - young 
destined for the role female destined 
of chief for the role of 
matriarch 
Hlgu wilksihlgum young male Hlgu wilksihlgum young female 
gat member of the Wilp hanak' member of the 
Wilp 
K'uba wilksihlgum young members of K'uba wilksihlgum young women 
ii'uxwt a Wilp (plural of haanak' members of a 
Hlgu wilksihlgum Wilp (plural of 
gat) Hlgu wilksihlgum 
hanak' ) 
Lik'yay;at common person or ordinary person 
without a chief, both men and women 
Feasts 
Each of the stages of receiving a name took place at a public feast so that all the 
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members of the family and their guests would know the name. There are specific types of 
feasts for different purposes and rankings. Two important ones are: 
Lilgit- The lilgit (to hold a feast): witnessing histories and the passing on of names 
Maka'am Lo 'op- stonemoving feast for family member 
The Nisga'a share their adaawak (oral histories) in the feast hall. The feast system is a 
governance system rich in protocol and history. Before a feast is held, family meetings are 
held to clarify and correct information, and to identify the names of the family or people 
associated with the hosting Wilp. The planning process includes all Wilp members, clans, 
and families. As noted previously, Wilp refers to a large family lineage. This house family 
has economic functions, and gives a person their identity, rights, responsibilities, and 
obligations. As an illustration here I will describe the events that took place when one of my 
mom's cousins (Emily Venn, her sister in the Nisga'a culture) passed away. At the burial 
feast the Sim' oogit chose a spokesman from the Wilp to announce to the audience, or 
witnesses to be in attendance, the date of Emily's Yukw (stone moving feast). The Yukw 
usually takes place at least one year following a death. It takes at a minimum one year for the 
Wilp to plan and prepare for the Yukw. Within that year Emily's immediate family 
purchased the headstone to be placed on her burial site before the Yukw. The Wilp have a lot 
to prepare before the Yukw: setting the date (in the present day this means putting the Yukw 
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date on the Nisga' a calendar, which allows families to make sure that there are not two events 
going on the same day in the Nass Valley), family meetings, confirming who will receive 
Emily's name (usually the eldest daughter), identifying the other names for new Wilp 
members born into Wilps Wat'sinaalukw, reserving the hall, buying Kk'ayhl (gifts to pass out 
to people, usually paternal relatives). These gifts are presented to the paternal relatives that 
call the person receiving Emily's name; in this case it was her eldest daughter Virginia. Gifts 
are also given out to the whole feast hall to compensate all the witnesses that attend the 
Yukw. The Yukw enables other members ofWilps Wats'inaalukw to give names to their 
children, nephews, nieces, sons or daughters. 
Wilps Wats'inaalukw Names 
Nisga'a names are important to the Nisga'a people, and each Wilp has names that are 
passed down through the generations. This is what I was told about names by Sim'oogit 
Hlyim Wil (Chester Moore): "All names that belong to a Wilp have been passed down from 
generation to generation to its members. When an individual earns a valuable name from the 
Wilp, it is an honor and sacred heritage, because it belongs to the Wilp. No other Wilp is 
supposed to bear the same name." Often names are recognized for the family they belong to, 
this is referred to as standing up (in public) and maintaining your name. 
In Raven- Clan Outlaws on the North Pacific Coast (Part 1- 4), Marius Barbeau talks 
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about how Haymaas received his name. Haymaas' father, Alimlarhae, was very proud of his 
son and wanted him to have a name that was different from any of his people. He called 
together his people to compose a name for his son. His people had a hard time agreeing on a 
name for him, so he composed a name himself. He called his son Haitkyem' as (Stands the 
bark) naw'awde (case of the) hayatsk (copper) : Bark case of a copper. This is how Haymaas 
got his name, which is the short form of this longer name. 
Alimlarhae did the same thing again, he wanted a different name for his second son, so 
he called all his people together to compose a name for him. His people could not come up 
with a name, so Alirnlarhae composed a new name for his second son. He named him Wiyae 
(when they soak dried salmon in the water, they call it Wiyae) . The name belongs in Wilps 
Wats' inaalukw and is spelled W' ii Hah. 
Wilps Wats'inaalukw Women's Names 
Just as men's names are ranked from chief names to baby names, women's names are 
all ranked. Following is a list of names given to women and girls, divided into several rank 
categories: Sigidirnnak' (matriarch), T' suu Sigidirnnak' (next in line to be matriarch), 
Luuanyee (lesser matriarch), and Gwisliskw (young princess). Some names are currently 
vacant; the names of incumbents are provided for those that are currently filled . 
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Ksim Ganadam Gitgaanix- Female Names 
Sigidimnak' Niits'iits Hooxt Grace Azak 
Ts'uu Sigidimnak' W'iitgidaw Norma Morgan 
Luanyee Ampthl Doohl Vacant 
Gwisliskw Bilaam Neek' Vanessa Morgan 
Gwisliskw Bilaam Maats Corinne Mckay 
Luuanyee W'iihl Buun Virginia Stewart 
Gwisliskw SinloK Vacant 
Gwisliskw K'alabuuK Vacant 
Gwisliskw Gixt'aatkw Peggy Venn 
Gwisliskw Ksim Gwiis Llapil Jeannie Morgan 
Gwisliskw Jiix Bobbi Morgan 
Gwisliskw K' am Ksahaat Vacant 
Gwisliskw Hlgu Bilaam Neek' Joy Henry 
Gwisliskw Daaliks Lydia Angus 
Gwisliskw Ahlda Sits'ee~ Vacant 
Gwisliskw BaaK Vacant 
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Gwisliskw Gwin Ts ' alaykws Linda Venn 
Gwisliskw Naxnogamaats Vacant 
Gwisliskw Gamaats Vacant 
Gwisliskw A~guudii Julia Stevens 
Wilps Wats'inaalukw Men's Names 
Men's names are classified into names for the Sim'oogit (chief), T ' suu Sim'oogit (next in line 
to be chief), Luuanyee (lesser chief) , Gwisliskw (young prince). 
Ganadam Gitgaanix- Male Names 
Sim'oogit Wii Haymaas Chester Moore 
Ts'uu Sim'oogit Hlayim Wil Vacant 
Luanyee Niis Gamala Alex Angus 
Luanyee Deexk'awax Vacant 
Luanyee W'ii Hah Collier Azak 
Ksgook' Gwisliskw Maas Gibuu Clifford Morgan 
Gwisliskw Jawiit Vacant 
Gwisliskw Hlgu Haymaas Marvin Morgan 
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Gwisliskw Gwildim Ksahoot Barry Morgan 
Gwisliskw Gow Geehl Richard Morgan 
Gwisliskw Ahldaxkooks Vacant 
Gwisliskw K'ayimne'e~ Teddy Venn 
Gwisliskw W'aMiw'atx Douglas Venn 
Gwisliskw K'alaneets Reynold Venn 
Gwisliskw T'~aats 'iitxa Irvin Davis 
Gwisliskw W'ii~bal Allen Stewart 
Gwisliskw Wiinaats Danny Smith 
Gwisliskw Lugigookws Hayatskw Vacant 
Gwisliskw Gasgamsarni Ron Evans 
The lists above include only twenty names each, though the list of names for the Wilps 
Wats'inaalukw are longer for both the Ksim Ganadam Gitgaanix (female names) and the 
Ganadim Gitgaanix (male names). Only twenty names for both the female and the male are 
listed as examples. In conducting the research, I found out that there are a few names that 
once existed among the Wilps Wats'inaalukw that were no longer in use. 
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Lost Names 
I spoke to Mrs. Grace Nelson on April 23, 2006. She told me about another name that 
was once in use, NoK Way Miks, NoK Ligs Way Miks or NoK gya hayis formerly used by the 
late Rebeca Wilson. It was a Sigidimnak' name. My biip (uncle) Sim'oogit Hlyim Wil 
(Chester Moore) is trying to find out the proper way to say it and spell the name, or if there 
was more than one name. 
My theory on how names could have been lost is that this might have occurred during 
the time when feasts and potlatches were no longer practiced, or when they were banned. In 
our Nisga' a culture, when a person dies, especially a high ranking Sim' oogit or Sigidimnak, a 
name is removed before the deceased is taken to his/her final resting place. As explained by 
Sim'oogit Hlayim Wil (Chester Moore): 
Whenever, a person with a high-ranking name dies, family members of the 
Wilp meet together to finalize the successor chosen to receive the deceased's 
name. Before the deceased is brought to his/her burial place, the wilksaw' itkw 
(paternal relatives) are called upon to remove his/her name and the regalia is 
handed over to the successor. The reason the name is removed before the 
deceased is buried, is because (you can' t bury a person with the name or you 
bury the name along with him/her and that will also be buried and will not be 
allowed to be used again) . The only time a name is buried is when there is no 
successor to take the name. 
Sim'oogit Hliyim Wil pointed out other sources that mention names that seem to have 
been lost, and evidence of a few of these may be located in sources such as the Census that 
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was done on the Nisga' a people and the records of marriages, births and deaths maintained by 
the province. The following names were found in the BC Archives database of Marriage 
Registrations for Kincolith, Fishery Bay, and Aiyansh 1872- 1921: 
• Naggypike 1874 
• Muskaboo 1875. This is likely Maasgibuu; this name now belonging to my brother, 
Clifford Morgan. 
• Qunoo 1897. This name might have changed to Guno over the years. Guno still exists 
in the Nass as a last name. 
Shared Names 
During my research I found out from Hal Blackwater (March 6, 2007), that his mother 
in Kispiox has the same name as I do. Hal is a teacher in Greenville. Grades 3 to 7 were 
invited to go to Aiyansh to watch a presentation on Power Smart put on by B.C Hydro. We 
were put in groups depending on our birth month. In each group we had to talk about 
ourselves. In my group I gave my Nisga' a name. When the presentation was over Hal said, 
"you said your name was Bilaam Naak." I said "Yes." He told me his mother's name was 
Blaam Neek'; I asked him where he was from. He said, he was from Kispiox and was also in 
the Ganada (frog) clan. He comes from Wilps Maus of Kispiox. I called my uncle, Sim' oogit 
Hlyim Wil and asked him if he had heard about Wilp Maus from Kispiox. He said the Wilp 
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didn't sound familiar. I explained to him about my conversation with Hal Blackwater and he 
explained to me how our names were in other Nations. "Long ago, my grandfather William 
Haymaas adopted some people from Gitksan Territory. He was a very generous man. That is 
how they have our names." 
I later asked Hal what rank his mother was. He told me that his mother is a 
Sigidimnak'. In Wilps Wats'inaalukw however, Bilaam Neek' is a Gwisliskw name for a 
young woman. Once a name becomes part of the history of a Wilp, its rank may raise or 
lower, so the same names in related houses may be of different ranks. 
Obligations of a Wilp Member 
When a non-Nisga'a man or women marries a Nisga'a person and moves into the Nass 
Valley, he or she is usually adopted by a Wilp. If the adopted person already has a clan, the 
Wilp that adopts the new citizen is of the same clan; if the person adopted is not from a group 
that has clans, the adoption is often done by the father of the adoptee's spouse. The reason for 
the adoption is so that the person married into the Nisga'a Nation will feel accepted, and when 
there is a feast that involves his clan he will have a role to play. If an adopted person is given 
a Nisga' a name or wears his adopted family's crest, s/he cannot take the name or use the crest 
if the marriage breaks down. The name is owned by the Wilp. 
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Others taken into the Wilp 
In unusual circumstances people may be taken into a Wilp even though they are not of 
shared descent. This happened in the Wilps Wats'inaalukw in September 26, 2006. A young 
man was killed in a helicopter crash while working away from home. This young man came 
from Wilps Kwax Su a wolf tribe in the Nass. His father belongs to Wilps Ladeh. Wilps 
Ladeh migrated to the Nass River before Haymaas, but the wilp was never prominent and 
industrious; they have chiefs, but no ango'oskw. They became connected to our Wilp through 
marriage. When their mother, Mary Watts, was dying, she called together all her children and 
the Sim'oogit ofWilps Wats'inaalukw and told her children that Sim'oogit Haymaas was 
their uncle and their Sim' oogit and that they would now belong in his Wilp. 
When this tragic accident first occurred, my family, Wilps Haymaas, was the firsst to 
respond. They had to gather at the young man's house, along with his parents, relatives and 
other members of the village. When all information was gathered from the investigation into 
why and how the accident occurred, the family then made the funeral arrangements. 
This all has to be presented at a feast on how this Wilp became part of Wilps 
Wats'inaalukw. Sim'oogit Haymaas will explain the story ofWilps Ladeh and why these 
people are so close to Haymaas family and recognized as part of the Wilp. 
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Chapter Two - Songs, Crests and Regalia 
Each Nisga' a wilp owns and cares for a number of types of property. In Chapter One 
the ango'oskw or house territories, the adaawak or oral histories, and the names that are 
passed down within the wilp were described. Songs, crests and regalia are also owned by the 
wilp and passed down the generations are the topic of this chapter. 
Wilps Wats'inaalukw Songs 
Each wilp has different songs for various reasons. It may be a joyful song, for a birth 
of a baby, for an engagement or a wedding. Wilps have many songs that are used for feasting 
and there might be a song for Mak' a' am Lo 'op (stone moving). There are special songs used 
for the passing of a great chief or matriarch, called the limo'oy (these songs are like the crying 
songs of a Wilp). Some songs are shared and other tribes can use the shared songs. Songs 
that cannot be shared are songs only sung by one Wilp or tribe, these songs are personal and 
are connected to the adaawak (oral history belonging to the tribe). 
Nowadays many songs are shared amongst the Nisga'a people. Some songs still 
belong to a Wilp, but are sung and shared amongst different tribes of the Nisga' a nation. For 
instance a Laxgibuu (wolf) cannot sing a Ganada (frog/raven) song, but can participate in the 
dancing. 
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In a publication called The Tsimshian: Their Arts and Music, Barbeau, (Barbeau, 
Garfield and Wingert 1956: 134), there is a song belonging to Haymaas "Song No 40, 
Hlayuktem Dedawt,"(this is in appendix D). It is a sad grieving song used at a memorial 
service and sung by the deceased father's side of the family. The lyrics in the song tell the 
people not to cry, that the person is not coming back and not to grieve for the deceased. The 
song also says if evil spirits have done this to him that he does not want to return back to 
earth. I asked my mother Wiit Gidaaw (Norma Morgan) to translate the title of this song. 
The title of the song is, "Now He Is Going." 
Sim' oogit Haymaas (Chief Reverend Canon Charles Swanson) composed a song with 
the help of his brother Sim'oogit Hlyim Wil (Chester Moore) re-editing for the Greenville 
cultural dancers. This is a celebration song it is a happy song. This song is shared by all the 
four tribes, of Greenville, meaning that all the four tribes can sing and dance to this welcome 
song. The name of the song is Xlaksilaklakamihl Gibuu. 
Sim'oogit Hliyim Wil (Chief Chester Moore) has composed many songs. He has 
composed songs for Nisga'a cultural dancers from Gitwinksihlkw (Canyon City), Laxgalts'ap 
(Greenville), Gingolx (Kincolith), Terrace Local, Prince Rupert Local and Vancouver Local 
Nisga'a dancers. 
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Sim' oogit Hlyim Wil is very knowledgeable about composing songs. One song that 
belongs in our Wilp is the Ganada challenge song. I asked him about the frog challenge song, 
he said, "There's no title for the song. Other tribes are not supposed to use this song, because 
it belongs to Wilps Wats'inaalukw. Now all the cultural dancing groups use this song. 
Sim' oogit Hliyim Wil has also composed the Nisga' a New Year song. This song has 
become very popular amongst the Nisga' a people and other nations that celebrate the Nisga' a 
New Year in the Nass Valley. This song is called, "Hobiyee." Sim'oogit Hliyim Wil said 
when he composed this song he was driving around Lava Lake, going home to Canyon City. 
He said the song just came to him when he was driving. When he got to Canyon City, his 
wife Audrey, my mom Norma, my auntie Grace and other women were gathered at a 
Women's meeting that night, called Home League. He said he went into the women's 
meeting and made them sing this song. He wrote down the song as well, so it would not be 
forgotten . Sim'oogit Hlyim Wil composed Hobiyee to be shared amongst all the Nisga'a 
people. Appendix D includes a list of songs that Hlyim Wil has composed and translated. 
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Figure 5: Sim'oogit Hliym Wit (Chester Moore) at the February 28,2007 Hobiyee in Gitlakdamix 
(Aiyansh). 
He is pictured amongst the other Simgigat of the Nass River; he is wearing his Supernatural 
Frog Blanket. His back turned to the camera. 
Wilps Wats'inaalukw Ayukws (house crests) 
Ayukws or house crests are symbols of the relationship between the wilp and its 
territories as documented in the adaawak. Crests generally represent a speific event or image 
that is passed down in the wilp adaawak, and are painted or carved onto various objects such 
as houses, poles, food dishes, and regalia. In former times it was necessary to formally 
present a crest object at a feast to ensure that its ownership by the house was recognized and 
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respected by other wilp, a kind of "copyright" for this important intellectual property. Houses 
that shared the same adaawak generally also shares at least some crests, and some crests were 
shared even more widely, such as the use of the raven by all Ganada clan wilp. 
The following story was provided by Sim' oogit Haymaas (Nisga' a Clan Histories, 
Ayuukbl Nisga'a Study, Voume II, Nisga'a Tribal Council, Wilp Wil.!o'oskwhl Nisga'a 
Publications. 16 Reverend Charles Swanson (G-18), March 1983. House ofWats'inaalukw). 
He speaks about how our Wilps Wats ' inaalukw received its main house crests. In his story he 
talked about two brothers, one 9 and the other 14 years of age, who fell asleep in a canoe, and 
a noxnox pulled them offshore while they were sleeping and brought them to the middle of 
the sea where there was no land and mountains to be seen. The two boys started crying, on the 
third day they covered themselves with mukkw made of cedar bark called sgeen. By the third 
day when they woke they weren ' t moving, they were under a house. They heard talking above 
them in the house. A chief called them by their names and asked them to come up and fed 
them breakfast. When the boys were done eating, the chief called out two of his daughters. He 
told the boys that his daughters were going to be their brides. The boys told the chief that they 
were too young to get married. The chief explained that they were going to grow up, and his 
daughters were going to help them in a lot of ways, and that his daughters were going to help 
them get back home. The chief's daughters were noxnox. He told the boys the girls were 
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going to do the paddling and if they heard any noises they had to cover themselves up or else 
they would die. When they came to the first point they heard the first noise of the loudest 
thunder, you couldn't hear the voice of an eagle. So the first noise was a white eagle trapped 
with the head of a women, with long white hair. That's our first crest. The second noise was a 
starfish and their hands had pearls in them. Right in the centre of the starfish was a figure of a 
maiden. This is the crest that I have on my blanket. This is a chieftain blanket. Only the head 
chief had the two crests on his blanket. On my blanket I have a starfish and in the centre there 
is a frog. The third blanket worn by a member of my Wilp is Gwiis Llapil and it is really 
shiny. When the boys and girls got older they got married. This is how our Wilp got our crests 
through the Supernatural. Usually people lay down on a cliff for four days to obtain their 
crests, they wait for a vision or a dream to come to them. Then they bring what they saw in 
their vision or their dream back to their people and tell them what their crest will be. It was 
different for our Wilp how we obtained our crest, it was through the noxnox and these boys 
that brought our crest to our Wilp. Now our main crest is the Starfish Prince and the Frog. 
The images in the oral history told by Reverend Swanson could be represented in 
many different physical forms, and the objects that carry these representations are public 
declarations of the identity of the owner. In Halpin's study of Tsimshian (1973) crests she 
found that some crests were "general" and could be used by anyone, while others were limited 
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to only a few Wilp members of high rank. The crests that were more highly ranked often 
included abalone and fur. 
Nisga'a Clothing and Regalia 
Weather in the Nass Valley is always changing. It can be very hot in summer and very 
cold in winter. It can rain heavily at any time, even after a heavy snowfall. The Nisga'a 
needed clothing to protect them against heat, cold, rain and snow. Because snow and rain so 
often come together in the Nass Valley it was important for the Nisga'a to have clothes that 
would protect them from both the cold and the wet weather conditions. By paying close 
attention to their environment, Nisga'a became skilled at forecasting the weather. They could 
tell if the approaching winter would be cold or warm, or if there would be a lot of snow. By 
paying close attention to the night sky, Nisga'a knew when the tides would be large or small. 
They could also tell when each species of fish would begin to go up the rivers and creeks. 
Nisga'a used many different kinds of materials to make their clothing. They used furs 
and leathers, the inner bark of several different kinds of trees, some roots, and wool. The wool 
that Nisga'a used came from mountain goats, and they used their wool for weaving. 
Before manufactured clothing was available, Nisga'a people lived in a demanding, 
changing environment. For this reason Nisga' a men had to be experienced hunters to not only 
put food on the table but to help the women prepare and cut the furs from bear, rabbit, elk, 
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moose, deer, marmot, beaver, mountain goat and other fur bearing animals. Nisga'a women 
had to be experienced at weaving and sewing. The women used the sinews of moose, deer and 
elk to sew the animal furs together to make winter clothing and winter boots. Inside, neither 
men nor women wore a top or shirt. Outside the Nisga' a people wore a blanket made of cedar 
bark to keep warm and to protect them from the rain and they wore furs for warmth. 
When European fur traders came to Nisga' a territory beginning in the late eighteenth 
century, they were eager to purchase furs from the Nisga'a, who accepted blankets and other 
goods in exchange, and adopted the use of shirts, dresses and coats. Some garments were used 
for formal occasions, and Nisga'a women quickly began the practice of adorning these with 
crests to symbolize their family history. 
By the late nineteenth century Nisga'a people were living in the present villages and 
had accepted many of the customs brought by missionaries, including the type of houses in 
which they lived and the clothing that they wore. The regalia that the Nisga'a were once 
accustomed to has changed due to the ban on potlatch by the federal government; these 
occasions were not public as they are now. 
The Changing World 
My grandmother, Lucy, who was born in the late nineteenth century, lived in an era 
when the world was changing. My grandmother was a very traditional woman When she was 
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young she was able to sit and watch her own grandmother, mother and aunties prepare furs 
and the hides of moose, deer, and elk, and even mountain goat wool mixed with cedar bark 
that was stripped and made into clothing used for traditional regalia. Designs were painted 
onto hides and dentalium shells or puffin bills were used decorate the regalia. In earlier 
generations, clothing was sewn together with plant fibers such as stinging nettle, but by the 
mid-nineteenth century thread and cloth were available. 
As my grandmother grew older the materials and methods used to make clothing and 
traditional wear continued the change that had been instigated by the arrival of the Europeans 
and the nearby Hudson's Bay Company fort (located at the mouth of the Nass in 1831 and 
moved to Fort Simpson in 1834). She had to adapt to the newly bought and traded materials 
that were made into everyday clothing and especially the traditional regalia. Traditional wear 
was changing due to newly available materials. 
The first European material adopted by the Nisga'a for their regalia was the dark-blue 
and red wool that was used to make the newly created button blankets, which were the 
common type of regalia by the early 1900s (Jensen and 
Sargent 1993). Like the Gwiis Halayt, the button blanket is only used for high-ranking 
Sim'oogit and Sigidimnak'. 
Nisga' a people always had some sort of ceremonial robe long before the arrival of the 
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Europeans. They used their robes to show what Wilp they belonged to, and to show authority, 
rights and privileges. When a Nisga' a person displayed their robes at feasts or gatherings it 
was read like a book. People knew what Wilp they belonged to, what their adaawak was, 
where their ango'oskw were, and who the Sim'oogit and Sigidimnak' of the Wilp were. The 
Nisga'a's first robes were made of animal furs such as the "Black Bear" (used by Sim'oogit 
Duuk), a "Wolf' robe still worn today by Sim'oogit Bax Gap, and "Silver Tipped Grizzly" 
that was worn by Israel Sqat' iin in the late 1800's. In the "Am'ugithl Nisga'a," there is a 
picture of a "Chieftain Status Gitlaxt' aarniks (1903). In the picture it shows all the children 
wearing animal fur robes, the adults all dressed in Gwiis Halayt. Only the highest-ranking 
Sim' oogit can wear the fur robes. This picture might have been taken during the winter 
months or rules of wearing regalia have changed since the picture was taken. Nisga' a people 
also wore Gwiis Halayt, a blanket woven from mountain goat fur and thin strips of cedar spun 
in the warp of the wool. Only the highest ranking chief were allowed to wear the Gwiis 
Halayt. 
Regalia started changing rapidly as soon as the Hudson ' s Bay Company traders and 
other traders were established close to the villages of the Nisga' a people. Nisga' a people were 
introduced to the dark blue Hudson's Bay blankets, and this is what the Nisga'a people used 
for their first button blankets. Ceremonial wear was modified to meet the demanding changes 
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of the traditional wear. They used buttons introduced by the Europeans as well as dentalium 
and abalone traded by neighboring tribes, and furs and puffin beaks to decorate or put designs 
on their clothing. 
In the 1880s the potlatch and ceremonial dancing was prohibited under the revised 
Indian Act, and missionaries in the Nass preached against much of Nisga' a culture, leading 
people to limit use of their regalia in public. 
By 1951 when the Indian Act was revised, Nisga'a people were again allowed to 
practice their traditional cultural ways that had been banned because the churches thought that 
they were practicing "heathen" ways, which had even been denounced as devil worship. Some 
of the churches thought that Nisga' a people were giving away all their belongings when they 
held feasts, which was another reason they tried to stop them. 
It wasn't until1977 at the New Elementary High School in Gitlaxdarniks (New 
Aiyansh) when the Nisga'a people once again became brave enough to 
wear and display their traditional wear. By this time the traditional wear had changed again to 
what we see today, the red and black button blanket. 
The Nisga' a have also changed their whole traditional wear or regalia. For example, 
instead of robes or blankets, the women wear red dresses trimmed with white fringe and a 
black crest for dancing; sometimes women also wear red vests with a black crest and trimmed 
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with white buttons. Men wear black dancing shirts trimmed with a red crest and white 
buttons; and on some occasions men wear black vests with a red crest and trimmed with white 
buttons, or a black apron with a red crest trimmed with white or red fringe when they wear a 
button blanket. Among the Nisga'a people now, children wear what the older people wear, 
except for button blankets, which are not worn by children. Blankets are worn only by 
Sim'oogit and Sigidimnak' of the Wilp. 
As in the past, the Nisga'a are now well known for the beautiful regalia that they wear 
at feasts and for dancing. Each Wilp has the right to adorn its regalia with specific crest 
designs drawn from their own history. 
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Figure 6: Nisga'a dancers in Regalia at a feast in Gitlakdamixs at Hobiyee 2007 
All Nisga'a chiefs dancing to Tsinin Sim'oogit (Come in, Chief), a chief's song sung and 
shared by several West Coast Nations. A long time ago there wasn't any Nisga'a New Year's 
celebration. Nisga'a New Year is celebrated the last weekend of February, by not only the 
Nisga' a people, but now surrounding nations have joined in on the celebration. Each year one 
of the Nisga'a villages has its turn in hosting the celebration. 
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Memories of Living Wilp Members 
These stories pertaining to Nisga' a regalia and other aspects of the Wilp were told and 
recorded from Sim'oogit, Sigidimnak', other members of my Wilp and from other people 
from the Nisga'a nation. 
Sim'oogit Haymaas (Chester Moore, April23, 2006) 
Sim'oogit for Wilps Wats'inaalukw. Chester explains that Nisga'a regalia used to be 
colourful; the colours used by each chief depended on their adaawak. At one time our regalia 
was green and red, or green and grey. He went on to explain that the colour changed because 
of the Nisga'a cultural dancing. All the dancers decided to wear all the same colour. 
Sigidimna,!i' Nats'iits Hoxt (Grace Azak, April 18, 2005) 
Sigidimnak' of Wilps Wats' inaalukw, Grace explained that she did not really know 
anything about regalia. She said that in her younger days children were not allowed to attend 
anything. Grace also went on to say that, "my parents especially my father didn't tell me 
anything, show me his regalia. I didn't know my dad was Sim'oogit Bax Gap at the time, he 
had a Wolf headdress. We didn't know about those things." Nisga'a children were prohibited 
from attending feasts. Grace also went on to say that, "very little regalia was seen when I was 
a young girl, not like now everyone displays their regalia with pride. The first time I saw so 
much regalia was in 1977, this is when a new high school was going to open in Aiyansh. My 
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morn was sewing and preparing regalia for all the young men of the village. When she sewed 
them together, she made them all a tan colour fabric . My morn said the Nisga'a people's 
colour at the time was tan or brown with a zigzag trim. I think she was talking about the 
colour of the hide used before; we were introduced to the man who made fabrics . Later on, I 
think for a Nisga'a Convention she made us a dark brown fabric dress trimmed with tan 
coloured fringe. 
Tsuu Sigidimnali' W'iitgidaw (Norma Morgan, April 18, 2005) 
Norma is Tsuu Sigidirnnak', next in line to be Sigidirnnak' for Wilps Wats'inaalukw. 
Norma remembers the same things as her sister Grace. We didn't see much regalia when we 
were growing up. My father never showed us his regalia; we knew he had more than one set 
of regalia because he always stored it in two big bent wood boxes. He always told us to stay 
away and don't touch the bent wood boxes. It might have been around the time the Nisga'a 
people and other native people weren't allowed to wear their regalia anymore. I didn't get to 
see my father's Wolf robe or headdress until he died in 1956. I didn't get my first regalia until 
the first annual Nisga'a Convention, I can't remember what year it was. My mother made her 
regalia, my sister Grace, my regalia, a dancing shirt for my brother Chester and a blanket with 
my late sister in-law Audrey for my eldest brother Charlie. 
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Niis Gamala (Alex Angus, February 3, 2007) 
Alex wanted to give my twin grandsons, George and Eric Calder- Morgan, names to 
do with Haymaas and Niisyaganat. He mentioned that the original Haymaas and Niisyagana 
were both twin brothers. Alex said, George and Eric were repeating history. 
Gow Geehl (Ritchie Morgan, March 25, 2007) 
Ritchie is my youngest brother. He is full of knowledge. He reads a lot of books and 
knows a lot of history about many of the Wilps in the Nass. He memorized many Sim'oogit 
names and their adaawak, ayukws and ranking system. 
Ritchie was talking about Fanny Haymaas to my mother Norma. He asked her how 
Fanny Haymaas was buried in old Aiyansh. She told him that Fanny held the name Haymaas, 
because Wilps Wats'inaalukw was nearly extinct. Fanny held the name until William 
Haymaas was old enough to take the name. At the time Fanny Haymaas held the name, 
William Haymaas was a very young man. 
Regalia from Wilps Wats'inaalukw in museum collections 
Several items of regalia that belong to the Wilps wats'inaalukw are now in the 
collections of museums. The following photographs show two such pieces. 
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Figure 7: Wilps Wats'inaalukw screen at Royal BC Museum 
Gow Geehl- My brother Ritchie Morgan explained that the screen at the Royal BC Museum 
is from the Wilps Wats'inaalukw. This screen was not bought, it was on loan or conditional 
return. The supernatural frog has 13 faces that represents 13 arms of a starfish. The original 
documentation with explanation of the screen from William Haymaas is in the archive 
selection. 
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Figure 8: Wilps Wats'iuaalukw Regalia at Royal BC Museum 
This picture was taken of William Haymaas ' Regalia at the Royal BC Museum. For this 
study, a picture of my uncle, Sim'oogit Hlyim Wil (Chester Moore) was added to the regalia 
by my brother Ritchie Morgan and Edward Benson. The regalia at the museum includes 
Sim'oogit Haymaas ' apron, Gwiis Halayt, Loox (cedar ring around his neck), raven ' s rattle, 
headdress and the screen behind Sim'oogit Haymaas regalia. 
I like to make regalia that are more in the traditional style for feasting and dancing. I 
don't use a pattern. I pick out my materials by looking at the deep black and the rich deep red 
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colours. I make the regalia just by looking at the size and shape of the person that is going to 
wear it. I also like to add something special that will match the personality of the person that 
is going to be wearing it, like a colour, or a design, or even something as simple as buttons or 
beads. 
An important part of my project has been to create Nisga' a regalia, specifically regalia 
to be used by Wilps Wats'inaalukw. Both from the background research that I did and 
reported on above, and the actual process of producing regalia reported on below, this project 
has added to the body of knowledge concerning the regalia formerly and presently used not 
only by Wilps Wats'inaalukw, but also by other Nisga'a Wilp. I have already introduced 
background information on crests (ayuuks), adaawals_, ango'oskw, names and ranking, and the 
symbolism of the colours used in Nisga' a regalia. Each piece of regalia has been researched 
through books, and through interviews with the Sim' oogit and Sigidimnals_' of Wilps 
Wats'inaalukw, and other Nisga'a people. I will describe each article of Nisga'a regalia in 
detail, including pictures showing the production of each object and its use, which was the 
main focus of my project. 
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Figure 9: Sim'oogit Regalia- Made by the late Lucy Moore & Audrey Moore. 
This Gwiis Llapil belonged to the late Sim'oogit Haymaas, Reverend Canon Charles 
Swanson. It was going to be put on his new successor Sim'oogit Hlyim Wil, Chester Moore. 
Sim'oogit speaking is Herbert Morven, Sim'oogits holding the Gwiis Llapil are: on the left 
hand comer nephew of Sim'oogit Hlyim Wil, William Moore, nephew Nelson Moore, Jacob 
Mckay; and on the right hand comer Jacob Russ. Many chiefs were called to put the name on, 
and to put the regalia on Sim' oogit Hlyim Wil. 
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Changing World 
The traditional blankets have changed over the last century. The Nisga'a people once 
wore (painted) hides from elk, moose, deer, mountain goats and other fur bearing animals. 
After contact pieces and clothing and fabric were obtained from the first Europeans as 
maritime trades, and the later Hudson's Bay traders, who set up trading posts, at the nearby 
villages. The Hudson's Bay Companies brought trade blankets of blue and red woolen 
materials that took the place of the hides of animals. 
Doreen Jensen and Polly Sargent documented the early history and later development 
of button blankets in their book Robes of Power (1993). Dempsey Bob says (ibid 9): "I 
remember seeing button blankets in my grandpa's old photographs. He had many button 
blankets and Chilkat blankets. He had trunks full of regalia. He said, "How come people 
don't have any of these things any more?" My grandpa said that at one time, before they had 
cloth, they used to paint on moose skin and put fur trim on the border of the neckline. As 
soon as they got material and the buttons, they adapted them. The art evolved to the form of 
the button blankets. 
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Meaning of colours in Nisga'a regalia 
Since the introduction of woolen blankets the Nisga' a people have turned them into 
lavish button blankets. The button blankets have remained, but have changed a little over the 
years. The most notable change in button blanket was the colour. The Nisga'a have changed 
their colour from the first introduced blue to black, though the use of red has continued. 
I remembered what the late Dr. Bert McKay mentioned about the significance of the 
Nisga'a colours in one of his Nisga'a First Nations Studies classes through Wilp 
Wil~o'oskwhl Nisga'a (WWN). He said that the colours are important to the Nisga'a people. 
For the Sim' oogit regalia, the black represents a time when the world was in semi-darkness. 
The red represents, when Wiigat went up into the heavens to retrieve the daylight, and shed 
daylight on the Nisga' a people. 
The body part of the button blanket, of the Sim' oogit is black; his Wilp crest is red, 
along with the border of his blanket. This remains the same for the rest of the Sim'oogit 
regalia - vest, tunic and apron. 
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Chapter 3- Creating Regalia for Wilps Wats'inaaluw 
When fully dressed out for a ceremonial occasion a sim'oogit wears a frontlet 
headdress, blanket, apron and leggings and footwear, and carries a talking stick; all of these 
objects might carry wilp crests. For less formal occasions a vest alone might be worn as 
regalia. Women used dresses instead of apron and leggings, used a hat or headband instead of 
a frontlet, and women don't generally carry talking sticks. For my project I made most of the 
pieces of regalia for the sim'oogit and sigidirnnak' of the Wilps Wats'inaalukw, and in the 
following section I describe the process by which I created each piece. 
Ambilaan - Apron 
The dance apron was originally made out of deer hide or sealskin. The apron was also 
decorated with deer hooves. Sometimes the apron was woven from mountain goat hair with 
cedar bark warps, similar to Chilkat blankets. Other decorations used on the apron were 
puffin beaks or Chinese coins, and aprons were sometimes painted with the wearer's wilp 
crest. Nowadays the ambilaan is usually made out of deer hide fringed at the bottom and 
painted with the wearer's crest. Aprons are sometimes made out of black material fringed at 
the bottom with an appliqued red crest belonging to the wearer. Here is a photograph of an 
ambilaan that I made: 
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Figure 10: Ambilaan- Apron made by Vanessa Morgan (Blaam Nee~') . 
When I made this amblaan, I had to think of the wearer. How the apron was going to look, 
and how heavy the apron was going to be. I knew I wanted the apron to look nice for 
Sim'oogit Haymaas. 
Materials used in making the ambilaan: 
1. Black cotton material (or deer hide if available) 
2. Ultrasuede (a manmade material that looks and feels like leather, made into fringe). 
3. Trimmings can vary depends on the designer and the wearer. Trims for the ambilaan 
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above include: abalone buttons, white pearl buttons, white and red zigzag trim and small 
chunks of abalone buttons with drilled holes. 
Steps in making the ambilaan 
1. Measure or determine the size of the wearer. In my case I'm a size 6, I measured the 
material by wrapping it around my waist once. I know this sounds funny, but it is usually a 
good size for a man about 175- 250 pounds since the ambilaan doesn't go entirely around 
the body when it is worn. Then cut the material to be shaped like an apron. Measurements 
of the straps are measured to the wearer's waistline. You must remember to give extra 
length to tie in the back. 
2. Ultrasuede is cut into fringe. When making the amblaan I used 2 colours, red and 
white. I measured to both ends of the ambilaan. After the fringe is sewn on, sew on the 
abalone chunks at the bottom of the fringe. The abalone is used as a noisemaker. 
3. Sew the zigzag trimmings on the edge and thumb space the buttons in a zigzag pattern. 
I chose to use the zigzag pattern on this ambilaan because my Auntie Grace (Sigidirnnak' 
Nits'iits Hoxt) told me that her mother the late Lucy Moore said that Nisga'a people had 
always used a zigzag pattern on their regalia. 
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Sit'imhlsaamiskw- Leggings: 
A long time ago, leggings were once made of the highest quality deer hides. The 
leggings were fringed around the wearer' s ankles or calf. Leggings were decorated with 
porcupine quills, painted, and dentalium, and beads were used to put the Wilp's crest on the 
garment and then trimmed with available shells and abalone for noisemakers. 
Nisga'a people once tore "Gwiis Halayt" apart at feasts. These pieces were distributed 
to the highest ranking Sim' oogits. Then the Sim' oogits used the pieces of Gwiis Halayt for 
leggings. The pieces were sewn onto a piece of hide to make leggings. 
Woven Sit'imhlsaamiskw- Chlikat Weaving 
As part of my project I learned how to weave in the Chilkat technique in order to make 
leggings. All these directions were done alongside my instructor Clarissa Hudson in 2003; 
Hudson is a Tlingit woman from Alaska who now lives and works in Pagosa Springs in 
Colorado practicing and teaching Chilkat weaving. I flew all the way to Colorado to learn 
how to weave. All the preparation of materials before weaving is very time consuming, 
though the methods used now are much less so than in the past. 
1. Boil the yellow cedar outside in a pressure cooker for about 2 hours or more 
depending on the cedar; this allows it to be separated into fine strips. 
2. Then I had to spit the yellow cedar into fine strips. Enough for my project or leggings. 
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3. For my leggings I used black or natural 2/6 merino wool roving. I also had to learn 
how to dye the natural colour merino to make a rich golden yellow. 
4. Before weaving Gwiis Halayt leggings, I had to learn how to spin my own warp. The 
Merino wool was taken apart in strips then stretched into long pieces. When enough 
merino wool was prepared I began spinning. I had a small pad tied around my knee and 
upper thigh. The pad was always moist and the fine strips of cedar were always soaking 
in water before being used. Two pieces of merino were set on the pad shaped in a "V" 
shape. On one side of the "V" shaped merino a strip of cedar was placed. Then with a wet 
palm stroke the two pieces of merino together. 
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Figure 11: Sit'hlsaamiskw (leggings) made by Vanessa Morgan (Blaam Neek') 
Clarissa asked me if I had anything in mind that I wanted to make I said, "Hayatskw 
leggings." She said, "What's that?" I said copper shield leggings. She was quiet for a few 
minutes, then replied, "that's never been done before." Clarissa and I worked on the pattern 
for copper shield leggings together. Now the pattern for the copper shield leggings are one of 
the prized patterns woven by Tlingit people today. 
I am not done with the leggings; it's taken a few years. I am hoping to finish the 
leggings in August 2998. When I complete the leggings, I am going to present them to 
Sim' oogit Haymaas. 
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T'axkw -Vest 
Sim' oogit Haymaas told me how he wanted his new T' axkw to look. He said he 
wanted it longer because his last vest made was too short. 
Figure 12: T'axkw -Vest made by Vanessa Morgan(Biaam Neek') 
My uncle, Chester Moore, modeling the front of the t'axkw that he will wear as Sim'oogit 
Hayrnaas. 
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Figure 13: The back of the T'axkw 
Materials and steps in making the T'axkw- vest: 
When making the vest for both the Sim'oogit and the Sigidirnna~ all steps are done the 
same way. The only difference is that the body colour of the man's vest is black and the crest 
is red. It is reversed for the Sigidirnnak' . The body of the Sigidirnnak' vest is red and the 
crest is black. 
1. Crest - Emblem or crest belonging to the wilp. Making sure of the size of the crest fits 
vest (it is easy with photocopying or using an overhead projector to increase or decrease 
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the crest design). 
2. Material -red melton (heavy woolen) material is preferred over other materials for 
vests. 
3. Size- Size is important to the wearer of the vest. The person wearing the vest must be 
able to move comfortably in it. In some cases the wearer has to participate in traditional 
dancing. I would determine the size of the wearer, then cut the material to size of the vest. 
I prefer to work without a pattern, I would rather measure the person, then cut the vest to 
size. I would then sew the article of clothing together, then it is fitted on the wearer then 
altered if needed. 
4. Sewing -done with a sewing machine. 
5. Fitting- Fitting is important to the wearer. Before the crest is put on the wearer has to 
be fitted with the vest. Then, when the wearer is satisfied with the vest sizing is complete, 
then the design can be put on. 
6. Crest and trim - I center the crest by using my hands, by putting my hands from the 
seam of the back vest on both sides and from the seams of the back neck and the bottom 
of the vest. After, the applique is added, I then sew on the buttons evenly using my thumb 
for spacing. 
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Other Pieces of the Sim'oogit Regalia 
In addition to the items of regalia that I made for my project, the following section 
summarizes the rest of the regalia used by a Sim' oogit. 
Amhalayt - Frontlet 
Figure 14: amhalayt. 
This amhalayt was made by Tommy Tait, the late Sim' oogit Haymaas (Charles 
Swanson's brother in-law); here it is sitting on top of his drum, waiting to be put on the 
successor. Picture taken at Sim'oogit Haymaas funeral feast, March 24, 2007. 
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Ganimsiwilyenskw - Talking Stick 
Figure 15: Sim'oogit Haymaas ganimsiwilyenskw- talking stick. 
The talking stick in the picture was made by Murphy Stanley. Here it is sitting on the 
chief' s regalia awaiting its new successor at Haymaas funeral feast March 241\ 2007. 
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Sigidimna~' Regalia- Made by Blaam Neek'(Vanessa Morgan) 
I also made regalia for the Sigidimnak' as part of my project. 
Gwiis gan m'ala- Button Blanket 
For the Sigidimnak' , the main colours of the regalia are reversed from the men's 
regalia. The body of the Sigidimnak's blanket is red, and her Wilp crest is black, along with a 
black border. The red in the Sigidimnak' regalia represents that she is the giver of life. 
Meaning that the Sigidimnak' is the reason for her Wilp to expand in numbers. The 
Sigidirnnak' crest and border of her blanket is black. This remains the same for the 
Sigidirnnak' vest and some cases apron. For Wilps Wats ' inaalukw the name of our 
Supernatural Frog blanket is called, Gwiis Llaapil (meaning that the blanket of the Wilps 
Wats' inaalukw is really shiny). 
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Figure 16: Sigidimna~' Gwiis gan m'ala- Button Blanket made by Vanessa Morgan (Blaam Nee~') 
When making this blanket, I thought about Wilps Wats' inaalukw adaawak, how the 
blanket is really shiny. I also had to keep in mind that the Sigidimnak' is high ranking and 
that I had to think of a different patterning of buttons to put on her blanket that would 
represent her and that she would feel comfortable wearing. 
Materials and Steps in making the Gwiis gan m'ala -Button Blanket 
1. Heavy red cotton material 
2. Heavy black cotton material 
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3. Melton (black woolen material used for the crest) 
4. Trims: abalone buttons, pearl buttons, sequence 
5. Threads red and black 
6. Template of the crest 
Steps in making the Gwiis gan m'ala- Button Blanket 
1. Material -measuring the wearer to her size using the red material for the body. 
2. Material - black using for the border of her blanket. 
3. Crest- Emblem or crest belonging to the Wilp. Making sure of the size of the crest fits 
blanket (again photocopying or using an overhead projector for increasing or 
decreasing the crest). 
4. Melton - used for the design of the blanket, making sure it is centered. 
5. Sewing- sew the blanket together by machine. 
6. Trim - abalone shell buttons, pearl buttons and sequins are used to trim the button 
blanket. The amount of buttons used on a button blanket shows the ranking of the 
wearer. 
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Gwiis ganm'ala'a Nak'an Nuutkw - Dress 
The regalia dress is now sometimes called the traditional dress. Nisga'a people call it 
the regalia dress, because the dress is mainly used for big gatherings or feasts. The traditional 
dress used by the Nisga'a women is mostly red trimmed with white or black fringe with a 
black crest belonging to the wearer. The dress is sometimes decorated with buttons, beads 
and sequins, depending on the wearer and the design. 
Figure 17: My mother, Norma Morgan, modeling the Gwiis gao m'ala'a Nak'an Nuutkw. Dress made by 
Vanessa Morgan (Blaam Neels;') 
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Materials for making the Gwiis gan m'ala'a Nak'an Nuutkw 
1. Light weight red cotton/polyester mix material 
2. Melton (black woolen material used for the crest or ultra suede, man made material 
that looks and feels like suede) 
3. 4 inch, white or black fringe approximately 3 to 4 meters depending on the size. Ultra 
suede is cut and made into fringe. Approximately 3 meters depending on the size dress 
made. 
4. A template of the crest, size of the crest is usually the same size as the vest template. 
5. Trims: abalone buttons, pearl buttons, sequence 
6. Red, white and black cotton tread 
7. Dress size pins 
Steps in making the Gwiis gan m'ala'a Nak'an Nuutkw- Dress 
1. Material- measuring the wearer to her size using the red material for the body. 
2. Materials: red cotton material cut to the wearer's size, black Melton or black ultra 
suede for the wearer's crest. 
3. Crest- emblem or crest belonging to the wilp. Making sure of the size of the crest fits 
the dress, the crest that is used for the vest is usually the same size used for the dress. 
4. Pins - Pinning the dress together. 
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5. Sewing- Sewing the dress after it is pinned together. 
6. Threads used are red cotton thread for the main body of the dress, white thread for the 
fringe and black for the crest. I also prefer red thread for sewing on the trims, like 
buttons and sequins. 
T'axkw- Vest 
As mentioned above, the procedures and instructions in making a vest for both the 
Sim'oogit and the Sigidimnak' are very similar. Though I did make the vest for both my 
Sim'oogit and Sigidirnnak' the same, when I sewed on the buttons for the vest for the 
Sigidimak' I used a zigzag pattern. The zigzag pattern was from earlier memories and stories 
told to Grace Azak, by her late mother Lucy Moore. These are explained on the next page, 
under the photo. 
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Figure 18: Woman's Vest When I made this vest for my auntie Grace (Sigidimnak' Nits'iits Hoxt), 
I listened to her stories about how my grandmother, the late Lucy Moore, told her that 
the regalia is supposed to be brown with a trim of zig zag buttons. She also mentioned that 
the colours have changed over years from brown (the colour of the original leather that was 
used) to red material. 
Other Pieces of the Sigidimna}i' Regalia: 
In addition to other pieces of regalia made for the sigidirnnak' , full regalia includes: a 
hat or headband, I did not make moccasins for the Sigidirnnak'. Though the Sigidirnnak' do 
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wear them as part of the regalia. 
Gaydim Wist - Cedar Hat: 
Two of the pieces of regalia that are frequently worn by women are woven of 
cedarbark, the hat and headband. The cedar hat is getting very popular amongst the Nisga' a 
people once again. It is not an everyday object to be worn. The cedar hat is worn mostly for 
traditional dancing, and sometimes at feasts . 
Figure 19: Woven cedarbark hat made by Maxine Edger of Masset. 
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K'alduux- Headband 
Figure 20: Woven cedarbark headband bought weaver unknown. Photograph by Vanessa Morgan. 
K' alduux is used as part of the regalia for both young men and young women. To 
make the cedarbark headband, the cedarbark is cut into strips of all the same sizes. The strips 
are then soaked in the water for awhile until the strips are flexable and pliable. Then 4 strips 
are used and interwoven together. The headband is sized to the wearer, then ends are woven 
together. When the headband is dried, it could be plain or trims could be added like the above 
picture. 
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Ts'awaksadenii- Moccasins 
Moccasins are used by Sigidimnak' as part of their regalia. I did not make the 
moccasins for this project. The Nisga' a people still do wear the moccasins as part of their 
regalia today and the moccasins are usually bought from a neighboring tribe of the Gitksan. 
This completed the presentation of the regalia of the Nisga'a Sim'oogit and 
Sigidimhanak'. When arrayed in their regalia, these leaders of the wilp portray the authority 
of the wilp for all to see, and their actions at the feast carry forward the history of the wilp. 
While the persons and the regalia may change over time, Wilps Wats'inaalukw will continue 
into the future as it has for so many years since time immemorial. 
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Chapter Four - Discussion 
I thought this project would be simple and straight forward, and thought that I knew it 
all just because I come from Wilps Wats'inaalukw. There really isn't any one person who 
does know it all at this point, there are many people who are experts in different area's of the 
culture, but knowledge is shared between the different wilps within the Nass. There is still so 
much knowledge to be absorbed, shared, and put back into practice. 
I found while writing my paper, that much of the Nisga' a culture is still intact, but not 
always followed or practiced properly. While the name of my wilp our adaawa_k, ayukws, and 
ango'oskw are still the same, many things have changed, including the gwiis-miilukw (whole 
regalia used for dancing, now called the dance outfit). Regalia is used more often for 
different reasons. It seems that people not only in my wilp but other wilps and different 
nations display their ayuukws where ever and whenever they want to. For some people, there 
doesn't seem like a real purpose for wearing their own personal crests the way there used to 
be- some people wear crest designs as everyday wear, and items such as t-shirts often include 
several crests that don't belong to a single wilp. These are often created to recognize 
organizations and groups such as basketball teams, and represent identity as a member of the 
Nisga' a nation rather than identity as a member of a wilp within the nation. The full dance 
regalia is generally still used only for ceremonial occasions however. 
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I have collected information from Wilps Wats'inaalukw members, publications and 
archives, while writing my paper, and found it very challenging at times due to elders passing 
away I find so much knowledge is buried with them and will never be recovered. 
There are many aspects of the knowledge of my Wilps Wats'inaalukw that I still don ' t 
fully understand. For example, I found out that Haymaas originated from Bella Bella, then 
moved to Metlakatla, then migrated to to the Nass, and this is where his name, ango'oskw and 
where his successor resides today. In my findings, I also found that Haymaas' Wilp is related 
to a Gitlan family in Port Simpson, but the history of that connection is not recalled by our 
chiefs. 
The process of actually producing regalia made the knowledge that I collected more 
concrete and the pieces that I have produced will become part of the living culture of the 
Wilps Watsinaluukw. Overall, this process has been a lesson that our knowledge and our 
culture is alive, and has to be continuously re-created, just as the regalia is. 
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Appendix A 
Adaawaks Wilp Wats'inaalukw 
This version of the history of the House of Wats' inaalukw was recorded by William 
Beynon in 1939 from Joseph Bradley, Niyuks (Gisbutwada) from the Gitlan tribe from 
Lax Kw'alaams. In Beynon' s collection this is text number 106, and is called When 
Legex Ridiculed Haimas. 
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Appendix B 
Houses I Chief Names 
The following lists of houses (Duffn.d. 001-01-05 and 001-01-06) are summaries made 
by Wilson Duff when he spent a year reviewing the large collection of manuscripts on the 
Tsimshian (which included, in his terminology, the Nisga'a) at the Centre for Folk 
Culture at the National Museum of Man (now the Canadian Museum of Civilization) in 
Ottawa during 1959-60. 
The original manuscripts that Duff reviewed were collected by Marius Barbeau and 
William Beynon. Duff's "Tsimshian File" is now kept at the archives of the Museum of 
Anthropology at the University of British Columbia, and a scanned version with a finding 
aid is available from Dr. Margaret Anderson. 
Neither Barbeau nor Beynon interviewed members of Wilps Wats' inaalukw, however 
they did interview members of Ganhada families from Lax Kw'alaams, and the lists of 
Ganhada houses that Duff compiled are provided below. Some of the names used by our 
family are also used by related families in Lax Kw'alaams. There is no more detailed list 
of names for our family in Duff's files, such as was prepared for other groups. 
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Duff also summarized data from Barbeau and Beynon's archival manuscripts on the rank 
of chiefs among the Nisga'a. Note that Haimas is listed as ninth rank among the Gitxatin. 
Note that the ranks reflect a specific point in time, in this case the point at which the 
original information was collected by Barbeau and Beynon . 
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Duff 026-05-02 
The following detailed list of names for men and women for the House of Niisyaganaat, a 
Gitsiis house with the same ancient origin as Wilps Wats'inaalukw, includes the name 
Haymaas as the second men's name, and Blaam Neek' is equivalent to the thirteenth 
name listed for women. 
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Appendix C 
The Beynon Manuscript- Vol. VIII- No. 110 
Narrative of Haimas and the Wudzon-aluk 
In the beginning of this story it talks about Haymaas being bad tempered. My uncle 
Chester also mentioned that Haymaas was bad tempered, and this is how he got the name 
Wats'inaalukw for his Wilp. 
The following version of the story of the House of Wats' inaalukw was published by 
Marius Barbeau ( 1883-1969) as The Marriage of Haimas' Sister to Gusraen, a Larkibu 
(Wolf) of the Stagyin, in Raven Clan Outlaws of the North Pacific Coast 
Note that this adawaak shows that in ancient times Haymaas' sister was married into my 
father's family: Haymaas' sister was married to Gus-ga-in, now the name held by my 
uncle Reuben Morgan. In the present day, my own father, George Morgan (Niisginwak), 
is married to Haymaas' sister, Norma, my mother. 
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Appendix D-Songs 
Wilp Wats'inaalukw Songs 
Wilp Wats'inaalukw song No.40: Hlayuktem Dedawt was interpreted by Benjamin 
Munroe, and was revised later by William Beynon in 1956: 134, taken from "The 
Tsimshian Their Arts And Music" by Barbeau, Garfield and Wingert. 
Song No. 40: Hlayuktem Dedawt 
a. The wind will soon take me away into the sky. And I shall not come back. Do not 
let your hearts grieve for me, if the evil spirits have done this to me and keep me 
from coming back. 
It is well that I shall not lost. (This is addressed to him who sings): Do not despair, 
do not lose heart! The people heard that you were not fit for the company of others. 
(An evil woman speaks to him): What are you trying to get from me? Why do you 
follow me about? I will take you with me to the place where you will become crazy 
and do foolish things. I will paint a red mark on your face. When you go back, you 
will gladden the hearts of the chiefs. I will paint a red mark on your face. When you 
go back, you will gladden the hearts of all the villages. 
b. The wind will take me I in the sky or on the air II That have done to me I will I not 
return I in back I I . .. II Don't be I in great sorrow I heart thine I Bad o evil (sprit) I 
that does to me I will I not (be able to) I back in return I I I It will or good about lost 
I II In sits heart or mind thine I don't be despondent or abase I you II You are not fit 
or good (for the company of others) that we heard (the news) II What will for do 
thee I will where without in sits heart thine II Will red paint I thee I when back in 
return thee I will in make good or happy hearts I real people (chiefs) II Will red 
paint I thee I when return in back thee I when back I in return thee II Will in make 
good or happy hearts I where villages. 
c. Songs with a definite pentatonic character, in spite of its E (E flat being raised to the 
Point of being almost natural, and a few elusive A' s, which form a half- tone 
interval with the B flat. It is quite typically Indian in its main features. A single 
melodic phrase is repeated with rhythmic and melodic variations. I consider this 
tune as being in the mode of D (minor). Wide range: from F to A below the staff. 
d. This chieftainship song (amhallait) is the exclusive property of Haimas, the leader 
of a Raven family at Gitrhatin on the lower Nass. 
My uncles, the late Haymaas Reverend Canon Charlie Swanson and now Sim'oogit 
Haymaas Chester Moore, have translated and composed many songs in Nisga'a. Listed 
below are only a few songs that they have translated and composed. Chester is not sure 
exactly how many songs he has actually composed. He thinks that he has composed 
more than 32 songs not only for our Wilp, but songs also for other Wilps, other tribes, 
gospel songs that were translated, and happy occasion songs that were sung at 
weddings. 
List of songs: 
1. L~ Galts'ap Welcome Song (Written by Charles Swanson, tune by Chester 
Moore) 
2. Gingolx Welcome Song (Written by Chester Moore) Grandfather's Crest (Written 
by Chester Moore) 
3. Nisga'a Common Bowl (Written by Chester Moore) 
4. Terrace Welcome Song (Written by Chester Moore) 
5. Ksi Gingolx (Written by Chester Moore) 
6. Hobiyee Hobiyee- Nisga'a New Years- Grand Finale Song (Written by Chester 
Moore) 
7. Eagle Song (Written by Chester Moore) 
8. Ganada Canoe Song (Written by Chester Moore) 
9. When the Wild Azaleas (Translated by Charlie Swanson) 
Appendix E- Gitgigeenix Ksiiskw: The Story of Ansit'aagan 
This adaawax shows how Haymaas got accepted amongst the Nisga'a. Taken from, 
Nisga' a Clan Histories, ayuukhl Nisga' a Study, Vol. II. Adaawax told by Chief Chester 
Moore and Head Chief Charles Swanson. 
Some years later this peace was very nearly 
destroyed when a nephew (or niece) of Haymaas 
was setting up a bear trap on a property 
which originally belonged to the Gitgigeenix 
Laxgibuu. 
"The name "Haymaas" came to the Nass from the coast when one of Haymaas 
nephews was setting up a bear trap at Ansit' aagan which originally belonged to the 
La~gibuu. 
The huge trap was made of timber and was very heavy. It was set up in such a 
way that it could fall down on a bear's head. The nephew was caught there by Nagwa'un, 
head chief of Niismuut. They set up in such a way that the timber fell on him while he 
was setting the trap. When the deceased was examined, however, it showed that he was 
clubbed from behind and death was not caused by the bear trap falling on him. 
Haymaas then knew what happened and also who had done this thing. He sat 
down every night with his spear that is pointed on both ends (we call it silgit) ready to 
revenge." 
(Chester Moore, A - 24) 
"After the bear trap fell on his nephew Haymaas found out what happened. He 
didn't say anything, he was going to take vengeance. He sat up for four nights sharpening 
his double pointed knife- the only weapon he used in war. On the fourth night he pulled 
out a hair and the knife was sharp enough to cut hairs. 
Klaagh, the head of the Gitgigeenix saw what happened. He talked with his 
people and decided to put up a feast amongst themselves and Haymaas. They decided to 
pay Haymaas for the loss of his nephew's life. So they did and Haymaas had to accept the 
invitation [or] he would be called a name he wouldn't like. So he was beaten right there. 
After the halayt entertained, they started talking, telling Haymaas that he was going to 
give him Ansit ' aagan. And they moved apart and put Haymaas right in the middle. That's 
the thing that got him beat. He also gave Haymaas his youngest daughter and they got 
married. And there was a promise made that when the wife bears a child, a boy, then they 
would give this place back to the child. That 's the way they would take it back. In the 
long run it would go back to him- but the wife didn't bear any children. He stayed with 
that woman a long long time. Eventually he decided to give her up and left the place. He 
left that woman there because that woman didn't bear any children. He married another 
woman elsewhere. And that's how that woman raised some children. That's why we still 
own Ansit'aagan. 
(Charles Swanson, G- 18) 
